Solving Real World
Challenges with Blockchain
Blockchain, or the Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) as it is now called, is fast disrupting the way we do
business. LTI is at the forefront of the Blockchain revolution, and can help you leverage this disruptive
technology for exponential operational efficiencies. LTI’s Blockchain services combine our core technology
competence in this area, with strong domain capabilities in BFS, Insurance, Energy & Utilities, Media &
Entertainment and Manufacturing, and are designed to help customers rapidly deploy and monetize from
these solutions. LTI’s Blockchain Readiness Index helps determine blockchain applicability, scalability,
time-to-market and ROI.
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Blockchain Accelerator
A framework to Jumpstart your Blockchain Journey
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Solving for Client Challenges across Industries
Sovereign identity management solution for a

Global raw material marine shipment process

large financial services company to reduce the

for a CPG Major to enhance visibility and

cost of client onboarding, and create a user

accountability in the supply chain.

centric ecosystem.

Asset registration and tracking for a

Micropayments solution to enable new

government agency to safeguard buyers’ and

revenue streams for Media Houses, from

sellers’ interests.

pay-per-view transactions.

Inventory financing solution for a leading

Trade finance solution for a leading bank to

manufacturer to bring the buyer, the supplier,

reduce the trade cycle time and cost.

and the bank on the same platform to
enhance end-to-end process visibility and
reduce cost of financing.

